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Who gets jealous???

O! beware, my lord, of jealousy; It is the
green-eyed monster which doth mock the meat
it feeds on.
~William Shakespeare, Othello

You’re
young
You
re never too young.

Jealousy as Teen Angst

Love Letter from a Rival
A youth catches his boyfriend with a love letter from another.
Miyagawa Issho, ca. 1750 Panel from a series of ten homoerotic
scenes on a shunga-style
scenes,
shunga style painted hand scroll

Jealousy vs. Envy – What’s the difference?
Although popular culture often uses jealousy and envy as
synonyms, modern philosophers and psychologists have argued
for conceptual distinctions between jealousy and envy. For
example philosopher John Rawls distinguishes between jealousy
example,
and envy on the ground that jealousy involves the wish to keep
what one has, and envy the wish to get what one does not have.
The common experience
Th
i
off jealousy
j l
for many people may involve:
•Fear of loss
•Suspicion
S i i off or anger about
b ta
perceived betrayal
•Low self-esteem and sadness over
pperceived loss
•Uncertainty and loneliness
•Fear of losing an important person
to another
•Distrust

Th experience
The
i
off envy involves:
i l
•Feelings of inferiority
•Longing
•Resentment
R
t
t off circumstances
i
t
•Ill will towards envied person often
accompanied by guilt about these
feelings
g
•Motivation to improve
•Desire to possess the attractive
rival's qualities
•Disapproval of feelings

Societal Sanctions

•

Culture justifies jealousy, romantic and otherwise, so often that we
mostly fail to notice or question it. [J]ealousy is a common theme in
literature, art, theatre, and film.

•

Some films that portray jealousy with the target audience being young
children are Cinderella, Snow White, and Toy Story. All three are
Disney movies with a message of jealousy among characters.
(Wikipedia)

•

Vamp vs.
vs Were – Twilight series (competition,
(competition rivalry)

•

Others?

Even When It’s Clearly Wrong ...

Carrie Underwood in her video “Before He Cheats” sings:
“I ddug my kkey iinto
t th
the side
id off his
hi
pretty little souped up 4 wheel drive,
carved my name into his leather seats...
gg to both headlights,
g
I took a Louisville slugger
slashed a hole in all 4 tires...
Maybe next time he'll think before he cheats.”

In his 2010 unpublished manuscript Jealousy, Monogamy, and Power ,San
Francisco polyamory advocate Pepper Mint says:
“People who are jealous have few limits on their actions. Because we consider
jealousy to be a strong emotion
emotion, we license all sort of normally antisocial
behavior to jealous people. Jealous people can furtively look through their
partner's clothes or email, they can follow their partner, they can make public
scenes, they can take reprisals against the third party, they can break up with
their
h i partner, andd so on.
While they may be looked down on, jealous violence and other extreme
jealous behaviors are conceivable… Because these behaviors are conceptually
available, they are licensed to some extent, even though they may be viewed as
destructive or irrational.”

Again referencing Pepper Mint:
“Indeed,, jealous
j
violence committed against
g
one’s partner
p
or the third party
p y
is often excused by the courts and sympathetic juries, either through
acquittal or the reduction of murder to manslaughter (White and Mullen,
1989 231-235).
1989:
231 235) Due
D tto jealousy
j l
being
b i viewed
i
d as relationship
l ti hi defense,
d f
laws
l
have been passed that excuse killing a rival: into the 1970s it was legal in
Georgia and Texas for a man to kill his wife’s lover if he could catch them
in the act (Miller 2002: 57-60). While these days the law might take
reprisals against someone who commits violence while jealous, no one will
be pparticularly
y surprised
p
that theyy did it.”

h
lif ti appointment
i t
t andd I intend
i t d to
t serve it.
it I expectt to
t die
di att
"I have
a lifetime
110, shot by a jealous husband."— Thurgood Marshall

Common Kinds of Jealousy (cont’d)

Jealousy and Compersion
• The term compersion
originated
at the now defunct Kerista Commune
p
g
in San Francisco in the early 1990s.
• Definition of Compersion:
• Poly community leader Joreth defines compersion as "A
A feeling of joy
when a partner invests in and takes pleasure from another romantic or
sexual relationship. ... Compersion does not specifically refer to joy
regarding the sexual activity of one's partner, but refers instead to
joy at the relationship with another romantic and/or sexual
partner."
• In her book Opening Up, author Tristan Taormino says, “Part of
achieving
hi i compersion
i is
i letting
l i go off any perceived
i d controll we have
h
over our partners.
• When we do this, we give our partners the freedom and support to grow
and change
g in whatever wayy they
y need.”
• According to polyamorous journalist Eric Francis, compersion can be
considered a kind of fearlessness, or at least embracing the fear and not
lettingg it drive yyour decisions.
• It stands to reason that the better emotional shape both we as
individuals and our relationship(s) are, the less there is to fear.

Compersion, Competition
and Possessiveness
• Jealousy
Jealousy, possessiveness and competitiveness are the roadblocks to
compersion.
• Western society’s cultural standard is a sense of entitlement to ownership
of a monogamous partner’s body and emotions. This is where many of us
are coming from when we try to work with traditional, habituated emotions
inside new ways of relating.
• It’s understandable to have fears and competitive and possessive feelings
and thoughts. By catching ourselves at them and challenging them, we can
make good progress toward turning a desire to compete for and possess a
partner to feelings
f li
off generosity
i towardd our partner andd their
h i partners.
• We can do this if we have confidence that our relationship is safe no matter
( ) may
y feel about others.
how our ppartner(s)

Transformation:
Jealousy, Acceptance and Compersion
Dr. Deborah Anapol advises in her writings on polyamory that if you can’t
imagine feeling compersion instead of jealousy:
•

You might begin to move in this direction by focusing on the happiness
your beloved feels at the prospect of an additional love relationship rather
than your own discomfort about the possibility of losing someone who is
important to you.

•

Just having a concept that acknowledges that you have the potential of
feeling joy and expansion rather than fear and contraction in response to a
loved one’s sharing their love with others can go a long way toward
transforming jealousy.

Fix ‘Em
Em Up!
In The Ethical Slut 2nd Edition, authors Dossie Easton and Janet Hardy talk
about the useful strategy of fixing your partner up with dates.
•

Story 1 - Janet recalls meeting a new Internet acquaintance for coffee who
described a pet sexual fantasy that was startlingly similar to that of Janet’s
existing
i ti partner.
t
Janet
J t sett up a first
fi t date
d t between
b t
the
th two
t who
h wentt on to
t
have a long and intense love relationship with Janet joining in later on.

•

Storyy 2 - Dossie was once out on a date with a longtime
g
lover of hers when
she noticed an attractive person trying to catch her eye behind her date’s
back. She explained the situation to her date who had a stroke of genius.
He strode over to the young man in question and with great dignity
announced “My
announced,
My lady would like you to have her phone number.
number ” The
young man looked terrified at the time, but he called the next morning.
Dossie has made use of this strategy repeatedly since then and
recommends it highly: they always call!

Compersion and Empathy
•

Definition of empathy according to Merriam-Webster: The action of
understanding being aware of
understanding,
of, being sensitive to,
to and vicariously
experiencing the feelings, thoughts, and experience of another of either
the past or present without having the feelings, thoughts, and experience
fully communicated in an objectively explicit manner; also : the capacity
for this.

•

Try to think of other situations in your life where you felt empathetic in a
positive way,
way perhaps for a good friend or child or other relative
relative.

•

Think of a time when you had no sense of envy or jealousy, just an
understanding about what they must be feeling, including pleasure, and
your reciprocal
i
l pride
id for
f them
h andd pleasure
l
at their
h i success.

•

This is what we are talking about when we talk about compersion.

If You are the Jealous One - What to
Try That Has Worked for Others

If You are the Jealous One (cont’d.)

If Your Partner is the Jealous One –
Wh to Try
T That
Th Has
H Worked
W k d for
f Others
Oh
What

If Your Partner is the Jealous One –
(
’d)
(cont’d)

Generosity of Spirit
And a Gift of Love
•

I have found that the approach
pp
that makes me feel best about waving
g
goodbye with a smile on my face when my dearly cherished
sweetheart goes off on a date with someone else is to remember that I
bring to our relationship an intention not to own him or compete with
others for him
him.

•

Instead I respect his autonomy as an individual and as someone who
is with me because he wants to be with me, not because I have some
kind of claim on him.

•

I like to think of this as a generosity of spirit and a gift of love. If I
want him to be happy
happy, then I want him to find joy in whatever makes
him happy. If that includes the freedom to love and be loved by
others in addition to me, then I can’t really imagine and greater gift
(except perhaps parenthood.)

•

Which leads me to what I call….

Th Secret
S
t off Polyamory
P l
The
•

If you and your partner have a solid relationship and each is committed to
and values the other no matter who else enters the picture, then giving your
partner the gift of freedom to love others, too, frequently causes them to
love you even more for giving them this gift.

•

The abundance of love they receive as a result of your generosity is likely
to secure your place in their life far better than fits of anger and jealousy
ever could.

•

This is how it works in my life and the lives of many, many other
polyamorists I know. I feel significantly more secure in my primary
relationshipp with T than I ever felt in either of my
y supposedly
pp
y monogamous
g
marriages where cheating led to a lot of heartbreak.

•

I like to look at not being possessive of all of my partner’s love as a gift of
love to him from me that not only he deserves,
deserves but that everyone deserves.
deserves

